Nautical Science.
For a captain’s career.

Three-year Bachelor’s Degree in Nautical Science
Trains nautical officers in compliance with international competency standards.
It leads to employment as a Deck Cadet with lucrative stipends.
You could become a Captain soon.

Why NITMAS
• The only private college in Eastern India with an in-house, high-tech ship-in-campus, advanced bridge simulation and Davit training facilities.

• A 32-acre, fully WiFi, state-of-the-art campus.
• Contemporary, fully equipped labs, 120+ highly qualified and experienced faculty.
• Best in-campus infrastructure and amenities.
• More than 1500 successful alumni since 2002.

Eligibility
• Candidates, within 25.
• 10+2 from a recognised board with Physics, Chemistry and Maths with an aggregate of 60%.
• 50% marks in English in Class 10 and Class 12 exams.
• Physically fit with 6/6 vision.

Top recruiters
Mitsui OSK Lines
Walisem Ship Management
MSC Crewing Services
Gulf Energy Maritime Services
United Oceans Ship Management
Apeejay Shipping

Direct admission. No entrance exam.
Course approved by the DG of Shipping, Government of India and follows the WBUT syllabus.

Time you set sail. Ahoy!

E info@nitmas.edu.in Visit www.nitmas.edu.in or call +91 97487 91969

Campus Jhinga | Diamond Harbour Road | PO Amira | South 24 Parganas
West Bengal 743368 | P 03174 245078/101

City Office Vishwakarma I 86C Topsy Road (South) | Kolkata
West Bengal | P 033 4098 4848
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